
Secure Data 
Protection Services
Underpin your entire IT strategy

Secure Data Protection by SCC gives you the opportunity to completely change the way you 
manage your IT budget. The need for massive capital investments is removed and predictable, 
monthly costs take over. You can scale up and down as and when you need to so you will always 
know exactly how much your IT is going to cost.

Ultimate peace of mind 
Data Protection traditionally is a tedious and time consuming 
task, often prone to errors. But it is absolutely essential for 
every organisation.

Purchasing Secure Data Protection Services via the Cloud 
gives you total peace of mind that your data secure, and our 
flexible, pay-as-you-go pricing structure means you will only 
ever pay for what you consume.

Scalable to you
Secure Data Protection by SCC gives you choice. We 
understand your data and deliver solutions that strike a 
balance between security, cost and control.

Our Secure Data Protection comprises three services: 
Remote Backup, Hosted Backup and Disaster Recovery.

Remote Backup and Hosted Backup deliver assured backup 
with retention of data on a rolling 14-day period. It is provided 
as a fully managed service, assuring off-site backups 
without costly third party tape storage costs, and without the 
involvement of your IT resource.

Remote Backup
Remote Backup removes the reliance of our clients to manage 
their own backup solutions, with a simple, cost-efficient 
solution.

Your servers are backed up over a secure Internet connection 
to our enterprise class backup solution, powered by EMC. 

SCC replaces the complexity of systems, software, process 
and integration activities traditionally associated with the 
management of backup solutions with a simple service 
designed to automate, deliver, store and report on critical 
activities.

Hosted Backup 
Hosted Backup removes the reliance of our clients to manage 
their own backup solutions.

This Data Centre-wide solution offers SCC’s hosted 
customers a common backup solution, irrespective of their 
hosting choice, co-lo, managed co-lo or Cloud+.  

Your servers are backed up over our Data Centre 
management network to our enterprise class backup solution, 
powered by EMC. 

Hosted Backup replaces the complexity of old backup 
solutions, aging systems and expensive software, and 
introduces standardised processes with an effective hosted 
service designed to automate, deliver, store and report on 
critical backup and restore activities.

Options are available to extend the retention period and, in 
the event that our standard solution does not support your 
expected Recovery Point and Recovery Time Objectives, 
the same hosted infrastructure can be used to support more 
advanced solutions.
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Disaster Recovery 
Disaster Recovery is provided in conjunction with either 
Hosted Backup or Remote Backup. It provides a failover 
environment in the event of the primary site experiencing an 
outage.

Based on the contracted Recovery Point and Time Objectives 
of our Secure Data Protection Service, we allocate reserved 
compute and storage capacity from our Cloud+ platform and 
ingest the data from the backup solution to provide access to 
customer applications.

The Cloud+ platform is resilient and is offered from the twin 
data centres that provide the Secure Data Protection portfolio 
providing peace of mind and offering clients either N+1 or N+2 
platform availability.

Disaster Recovery is provided as a fully managed service, 
tailored to customer requirements, and replaces the 
complexity of old ‘ship-to-site’ and bare metal restores by 
utilising high performance, pre-provisioned infrastructure.

Award-winning Data Centres
Our Secure Data Protection Service is housed within our 
protected, Tier 3+ Data Centres based in the UK.

We understand the unique needs, pressures, risk mitigation 
strategies and deployment methodologies required in helping 
organisations optimise and deliver services they need.
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Deploy remote Avamar Client _ _ _ _

Potentially deploy on premise 
Avamar/Data Domain Node

_ _

Establish Internet Connectivity _ _

Establish Dedicated Connectivity _ _

2 Weeks retention in SCC Data 
Centers

_ _ _ _

12 Weekly + 8 Monthly 
Retentions

_ _


